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Critical Discussions. Isaiah 26; 251—5; 3412—14.
By Dr. G. Buchanan Gray, Professor in Mansfield College Oxford .

In one of bis latest contributions to this Zeitschrift the late editor
re-asserted in passing a well justified claim for the value to textual critScism
of the Greek Version1 of Isaiah, and in particular cited several passages
in proof of the too little recognized fact „daß LXX selbst in sonst sehr
übel übersetzten Zusammenhängen erwägenswerte Lesarten bringen" (XXVI
[1906] p. 108). My own conviction is that many such noteworthy readings
still await discovery: for owing to the special characteristics of the Greek
version of Isaiah, the Hebrew text lying behind the Version frequently
requires far more laborious search than in many other parts of the OT.
The double consequence is that valuable readings are neglected and read-
ings are cited on the authority of G which never had any real existence.
What is needed is a systematic reconstruction of the entire Hebrew
text of G such äs has already been undertaken in this Zeitschrift by
LIEBMANN for c. 24—27* and by ZILLESSEN for c. 533. Of course
any such reconstruction must itself be frequently criticized and emended
before the füllest possible certainty is reached. Meantime a thorough
discussion of particular passages may serve some purpose. In the
first of the three" passages discussed below I hope I have shewn that
a neglected reading of G renders both improbable and unnecessary a
conjectural emendation which has commanded a wide and almost general
assent for several generations; in the second I believe I have recovered
if not the correct lext, yet an „erwägenswerte Lesart*', perhaps two; in
the third I feel certain that I have shewn a prevalent reconstruction of
the Hebrew text of G to be wrong and that I have recovered what G
actually read. In the course of the discussion I have had to draw atten-
tion to certain methods of translation which may prove of service in inter-
preting other passages: and each discussion has some bearing on a matter

* Cited henceforward äs G.
* See ZAW XXII i—56, 285-304; XXIII 209-286; XXIV51—104; XXV 145—171-
3 XXV 261—284-
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112 Buchanan Gray, Critical Discussions etc. _

of interest indicated in the titles, but which it was in no case my purpose
to discuss exhaustively.

I.
Isaiah 2 6.

Magicians or Merchants?

DOJJN mp» wte

rrap
D'DID

nsp

VT
I propose to discuss the text of the second and third only of the fore-
going lines, but the sequence of thought in the entire passage. The text
of the first line is uncertain, and, in the last, we should doubtless read
nifintS^ for linnty ; but with regard to these lines I have nothing fresh to
suggest

That the present Hebrew text (cited henceforward äs H) of lines 2
and 3 is corrupt was recognized by LOWTH in the eighteenth Century and
is now so generally admitted that I can abstain from proving it afresh.
The only question is how ought H to be emended. Hitherto LOWTH'S
emendation, or some variant of it, has held the field: either, so it is con-
jectured, (a) DHpÖ is a corruption of DDpD, or (b) DDfJ or ÖÖ(?P or Dü?pp
or ^ODp dropped out before ÜlpJD.

But the objections to these conjectures are serious: (i) they are based
on a disregard of G; (2) they assume an improbable use of *6fc; (3) they
fail to restore a well-balanced distich such äs the following verses lead
us to expect here.

As to (2): can a person or persons be said to be füll of other per-
sons, or eveh of divinations? It seems to me improbable, and I know
of no real parallel use of fcoö; the following passages are perhaps the
nearest parallels — Rt i 21 Dtn 33 23 Ex 15 9 Job 36 17; but an
examination of them will rather serve to show that the use of fcOD in
the Hebrew text of v. 6 is peculiar and improbable.

But a far more serious objection to the current emendations of Is 2 6
is that they disregard the existing evidence. What is now represented

17- 3- "·
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Buchanan Gray, Critical Discussions etc. 113

in H by Ip^fiBh b^Dl ^ΠΙ CPfWteD D'MJH fflpD 1fc6 Ό is rendered by G
s follows: δτι ένείτλήοθη ως το &jr' αρχής ή χώρα αυτών κληδονια-

μών," ως ή των αλλοφύλων και τέκνα Λολλά αλλόφυλα έγενήθη αύτοΐς.
The Hebrew translated by G read s follows:
0)pO) ^ onsa n^m D^nta^M twap «ικ tnpM (π)*ό& Ό
I note the following points:
(ι) ή χώρα αυτών = 1318, not D5F1K; this is shewn by the equivalence

ή χώρα αυτών = 12ΠΚ, in v. 7. A singular pronoun in H referring to a
collective noun is, s frequently elsewhere, rendered in G by a plural.

(2) For the reason noted in (ι) ^ολλά έγενήθη αύτοΐς tnight =
either Ip' Bh or p^ tS^ but the singular suffix in Ϊ2ΠΚ makes it more pro-
bable that the verb was singular. It is also of course uncertain whether
G read the second *; pDty to suf ce, or abound is used in the Kai in
the only other passage in the OT where it occurs; but p£D in the
Hiphil is found in Ecclus. 39 16 42 17.

(3) ή χώρα αυτών is not an addition made by the translator: for
(a) were it such it would naturally have stood immediately after ένε-

(b) if G read, s H does now, IfcO , ή χώρα αυτών would not have
been suggested by the plural verb;

(c) the assumption would fail to account for the 1 of the DMiJM of H
not being represented in G.

I now set the Hebrew original of G and the present text of H
(down to D^ntSO D) in parallel lines:

DTlBOM DOiy WH Tpl» (H)fc6 Ό G
DVUS^M D^iy 1 tnpfc 1 OD Ό Η

I submit that G is prior to H, and for the following reasons:
(1) The accidental loss of 2ΠΚ is much more easily understood than

the deliberate insertion of 2ΠΚ in its present Position. Were the plus
of G 12ΠΚ, not 2ΠΚ, the possibility of a deliberate insertion would be
greater, yet even then only on the supposition that the Hebrew text
originally read nttto or *OD, not IfcOD s at present.

(2) The text of G contains the object of *OD, the lack of which in
H has always been so seriously feit that the necessity of supplying it
by conjeclure has come to be generally admitted. Adopting G the need
for this conjecture disappears. LoWTH's emendation, which has proved
attractive for a Century and a half, must be abandoned.

Σ Cp. the Targum, y lpbtt ]WD pD?n« ΠΗ^ΟΠ« ^K, where pjnK doubtless is an
inseition by the Aratnaic paraphrast

Zeitschrift f. d. alttest. WUs. Jahr£. 31. 19«. 8
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II4 - B u c h a n a n Gray t Critkal Discussions etc. _

(3) Once the priority of G is admitted and D'MJf (without 1) is seen
to have been the one and only object of *6ö the necessity of justifying
the D^ajJl of H disappears: this too has always casued trouble to com-
mentators; it has been explained, though quite unsatisfactorily, äs a case
of the participle containing its own subject ( ): see e. g. DlLLMANN.

(4) The 3rd sing. masc. Suffixes in v. 7 f·, viz. in WH thrice, vmSK,
Vrornö, VT refer to the collective sing. Dj; or apJP in the first line of
v. 6. In H the two lines that intervene between DJJ or SpJT and the
3rd sing, suffixes that refer to one or other of those words are in the
3rdplural — IfcOB, Ip'SBP and, if predicative, D'MJf. In G lioö was certainly
not read, but either or K^ö, DVUJJ is certainly not predicative, and
instead of Ip^fifc?1, p^SB^ may have been and probably was read; the
Hebrew text of G is in agreement, but H is awkwardly at variance, with
the usage both in v. 6* and in v. 7 ff-

G then is prior to H: but that even G is original seems to me im-
probable, for the line is obviously too long ; the lines here-abouts contain
three, or at most (v. 7a), four words; probably then either DTpÖ3, or
DTlß^M, or both words are intrusive. DlpJOD is open to suspicion on
account of its position, not to speak of the unsuitability of its meaning,
whether we render äs of old or äs from the East. Possibly OTpD3 is
a corrupt dittograph of ilfcO£3 (== flfcOÖ ); or, perhaps, it is a corrupt
fragment of the opening distich of v. 6 which may be defective. DVlti6lÖ
also could be well-spared, for why the Philistines of all peoples should
be represented äs notorious for magic practices commentators quite fail
to explain by their reference to I Sam 2 II Reg i 2; these passages merely
shew that the Philistines formed no exception to the peoples of antiquity,
but in common with them possessed oracles and believed in symbolic
magic. There is not the slightest evidence that the Philistines were pre-
eminently given to magic practices. If good reason could be found for
regarding D^ntt^M äs a gloss, it might safely be deleted. But for the
moment I leave the question of its originality open, while I proceed to
the further discussion of the remainder of the text which would un-
questionably form a well balanced distich —

This we may render provisionally:
For his land is füll of soothsayers,
And he concludes (bargains) with (?) the children of foreigners.

The text and meaning of the second line are unfortunately not beyond
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_ Buchanan Gray, Critical Discussions etc. 1 1 5

suspicion; and neither the translation just given, nor the far less probable
alternative, „And he abounds with children of foreigners", gives a parti-
cularly good parallel to the first line. It is not surprising therefore that
MARTI having adopted a modification of LOWTH'S emendation, and con-
cluding that v. 6 already contained two allusions to magic practices,
suspected that a tkird reference to such practices underlay the words
Ip^ty11 D^-D^ *ΛΜ1 and tentatively suggested rather extensive conjectural
emendations with a view to obtaining such a meaning*.

But one of the supposed references to magic practices rests on a
conjectural emendation which has already been shewn to be in the highest
degree precarious and improbable. Does the other reference stand exa-
mination? Is DO3JJ, soothsayers, the term that was used in the original
t ext? Certainly if the second line above refers to bargain-driving, the
preceding line might be expected to refer to tradersy rather than to
soothsayers. But the meaning of that second line is not sufficiently
certain to determine the sense of the whole verse. To reach the prob-
able purpose of these obscure lines in v. 6, we must look beyond to
the wider context; this is clear and unambiguous, and is admirably com-
patible with a reference to trade, far less so with a reference to soothsaying.

For what is the sequence of thought in v. 6-8? It is this: God has
rejected his people, because their land is f ll of something in consequence
of which (fcODrn) they have grown rieh and so have been able to buy
horses and chariots and to lavish money on idols. Having secured
cavalry in abundance and manufactured idols, they trust in these things
to the neglect of Yahweh. What is this something that has brought
wealth to Judah and all that follows in its train? Surely not magic
practices; but it well might be trade, of which there is reason to believe
there was a notable expansion in Judah during the prosperous reign of
Uzziah2.

The wider context then strongly suggests that the last line of v. 6
does actually refer to traders, and that the translation „They drive bar-
gains with the children of foreigners", if in detaii philologically uncertain,
approximates to the general sense of the original.

χ CHEYNE in Critica Bibliea also obtains three references to magic by extensive
textual changes; he proposes

and explains that „'ΠΥ is here used in the sense of soothsayers'4.
* Cp. G. A. SidLlTH in Encydopcdia Bibliea $74·

* 8*
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Buchanan Gray, Critical Discussions etc.

May we then go further and attempt to recover a further allusion
to trade in the preceding parallel lines? Is DOiJJ the corruption of a
word denoting traders? Was the original word DOJttD, meaning traders
or merc/iants äs in Prov 31 24 Zech 14 21, and, probably (cp. G),
II 7 n; cp. JJttD in Zeph i n Ezek 16 29 17 4?

If this be correct DTfc^M may be a gloss, or, if original, the Phili-
stines might far better be cited äs notorious traders than äs notorious
magic-mongers; Judah, such might be the thought, is becoming a second
Philistia, Jerusalem, like Gaza, a busy and famous märt — for such Gaza
certainly was both before and after Isaiah's day1.

I give a translation of v. 6—8 embodying the suggestions I have
made and completting the first part of v. 8 in accordance with a sug-
gestion of DUHM's:

For Thou hast rejected thy people, the house of Jacob;
Because his (i. e. Jacob's) land is füll of merchants,

And he concludes bargains (?) with the children of foreigners;
And so his land has become füll of silver and gold,

And there is no end to his treasures;
And so his land has become füll of horses,

And there is no end to his chariots;
And so his land has become füll of idols,

(And there is no end to his images):
To the work of his hands he bows down,

To that which his fingers have made.
I attach widely different degrees of probability to the various suggestions
which I have made in this note, and to emphasize this I briefly summa-
rize my points:

(i) In v. 6 the text of G is prior to H; [instead of DOJJ>1 1*00 (H)
G, and certainly äs far äs W« the original text also, read ( )&00
D^y w».

(2) The Substitution of DDpö for D*7pD, or its insertion before tnpö, and
all variations of such emendations are conjectures that fail to take account
of the evidence of G and are on all grounds to be rejected.

(3) At the end of v. 6 Ip'ölP is an error due to dittography (
follows) for pW.

(4) Possibly both tflpfc and tf « 3 intruded into the text before
the time of G.

Cp. G. A. SMITH Historieal Gcography c. 9.
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B u c h a n a n Gray, Critical Discussions etc. 117

(5) Probably the last line of v. 6 refers to trade, the busy pursuit
of which in Judah had led to the increase of wealth (v. 7).

(6) If (5) holds good, the parallel line not improbably referred to
trade also and, therefore,

(7) Possibly D^JJJ is a corruption of an original reading

Π.
25 3-5-

„The City of Nations"?

The phrase tMi Wp in 25 3 is translated by DUHM and MARTI „die
Stadt der V lker", and identified with Rome. Is it certain that this
phrase stood in the original text, or if the two words are original, that
they were intended by the author to be taken in this sense? The point
is of sufficient importance in relation to the entire question of c. 24 — 27
to be worth careful examination: and for this reason, though I do not
see my way to a complete restoration of 25 3—5 I criticize in some of
its details the reconstruction f some of those who are rightly agreed
that the passage is very corrupt and has been expanded by the intrusion
of glosses.

The Hebrew text of these verses together with the two that pre-
cede reads s follows, the division into lines of course being due to
myself:

mm1

ΓΤΤΙΚ
nwy

anp

«i? tbiyh
tynj; φΐΐΜ^

^w nnp

D"ltD HDHD

τρ ΟΊΟ o^ny nn
annf
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Buchanan Gray, Critical Discussions etc.

I do not propose to discuss the obelized words in the ciosing lines; for
cven if DUHM, with whom MARTI and CHEYNE agree, be wrong in re-
jecting these clauses äs glosses, I see no way of bringing them into the
scheme of the poem, or giving them any intelligible meaning äs part of
it. I content myself here with a reference to the commentaries and dis-
cussions of these writers. Whether, or to what extent, even the yd and
4th lines of v. 4, rejected by KITTEL, are part of the original text will
be briefly considered later.

I note without discussion certain readings (based on G or conjectural)
that are already familiär and, äs it appears to me, correct, though it is
immaterial to the following discussion whether they be admitted or not.
In v. 2a read TJJ instead of TJJö; in v. 2b and in v. 5 read for D^X
I doubt whether TJJÖ (G ) in v. 2C is correct: I suspect that a noun
similar in sense to ^ and ? in the previous lines or, more probably,
a verb parallel to ^ fco stood originally where TJJfc now Stands. If
the last line of v. 5 is an original part of the poem rüJP is doubtless a
corruption of rüyn (KlTTEL).

I now come to the crucial verses — 3—5. In dealing with these it
seems reasonable to expect that they will be of the same rhythmical
character äs the verses that precede. Now v. i 2 consist of four distichs,
each distich of two lines of three accents, and in each distich moreover
the lines are parallel in sense: The second half of v. i might form an
exception, if the Massoretic accentuation (followed by CHEYNE) which
places the athnah under fcOS be correct: but we may take rTISJJ *6ö to-
gether in the first line of the distich (DüHM, MARTI), or perchance ]BK
is a dittograph or variant of HJIÖK. It may further be claimed that the
four distichs of v. i 2 fall into two strophes of two distichs each.

I observe now that v. 3 and 4 (down to ^" 2 ) are, arranged äs
above, two further distichs of precisely the same character äs those in
v. i and 2, except that the second line of v. 3 appears to contain one
word too much — four instead of three. This alone seems to me to
afford a strong presumption in favour of the substantial correctness (at
least äs regards length) of the present Hebrew text; and certainly if
there should prove to be independent reasons for eliminating one and
not more than one of the four words in v- 3b the case becomes stronger
still, äs strong indeed äs it well could be. The 3rd and 4th lines of v. 4
give a distich of parallel lines; but (i) the lines contain but two accents
each, and (2) they could not form the beginning of a strophe.

Omitting the obelized words at the end of v. 4 and in v. 5 we find
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Buchanan Gray, Critical Discussions etc. 119

another distich exactly similar in character to the four distichs of v. i 2,
and also to the distich at the beginning of v. 4.

I now come to consider the view taken of v. 3 by BlCKELL, DUHM,
CHEYNE, MARTI, viz. that v. 3 contains a distich and half of another
distich of which the last line has vanished entirely from the Hebrew text,
except that, according to BlCKELL and CHEYNE, the at the beginning
of v. 4 may be part of it. The v. with the words conjecturally supplied
is thus arranged in CHEYNE'S Hebrew text1:

»» p by
mp \y DJ;

DüHM gives the first three lines in the same form and postulates with-
out supplying a fourth; and MARTI also postulates a fourth line, but
rightly emphasizes the purely conjectural character of BlCKELL's and
CHEYNE'S restoration.

But the objections to this view of the text are not confined to the
fact that those who hold it are compelled to assume that a line has been
lost, though nothing whatever but strophic regularity, if even that, points to
such a loss. Observe (i) that not more than one of these four lines is of the
length that is consistently maintained throughout the eight lines^of v. i 2;
(2) the first and second lines balance badly; (3) in neither distich are the
lines parallel in sense — another marked contrast to v. i 2; (4) but on the
other hand the parallel terms W ÖJ> and (D^ny) tftt mp which really cry
out to be distributed among two parallel lines are crowded into one.
These considerations taken together seem to me to cast the strongest
possible doubt on the view that v. 3 contains three lines — a distich and
a half — and in favour of the view that it contains a distich, amplified
perhaps by a single word. But if so, the phrase ,,The City of Natipns"
was not used by the writer, though he may, so far äs we have seen at
present, have spoken of „the city of awe-inspiring nations"; äs a matter
oi fact, I think it can be shewn to be unlikely that even that phrase was
his; what he wrote was the city of the awe-inspiring. This at least
appears to have been the text äs read by G2.

i T. K- CHEYNE, The Book of Isaiah (1899) in P. HAUPT'S Sacred Books of t he Old
Testament; subsequent references to CHEYNE are to this book.

* I present my argument äs above partly to make clear that the hypothetical
phrase C.\i JVip Is exposed to grave suspicion for two independent reasons, and partly
because it accords with tbe order in which I myself came to perceive what I regard äs
the true text. It was not until after I had convinced myself that v. 3 consists of a
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The first line of v. 3 was read by G with two slight variations from
H, which require no discussion, viz. 'JH^D'1 without l and ^V for TJJ. The
second line 'jINT'1 D^ny EMU mp is rendered και πόλεις (ν. 1. π:όλις)
άνύρώπων αδικούμενων εύλογήοουσίν ce. At first sight this may seem
to indicate that G had the same text s H, that ;τόλ(ε)ις = ΓΓΠρ, αν-
θρώπων = D^U and αδικούμενων «= D^njJ. On further examination this
is seen to be most improbable. "Ανθρωπος occurs" nearly ninety times
in Isaiah, but never s the quivalent of *Ή; it occurs many hundred of
times in the rest of the Old Testament, but never, if I may trust my
consultation of HATCH and REDPATH, s the equivalent of SU. Twice
in Isaiah and twice elsewhere, it is true, άνθρωπος renders the synony-
mous j?; in Is 36 u άνθρωπος plural = DJJ sing., and in 44 ιι άν-
θρωπος sing. = DJJ sing., in the corrupt phrase DVlJJ QJM ltWD where, if
DJJ had any meaning at all, it would be synonymous with ΟΠΚ. Similarly
in Job 12 2 DJJ sing, readily, even if incorrectly, taken to mean ΟΊΚ is
rendered by άνθρωπος plural. A similar Interpretation of J> probably
accounts for the rendering in Eccl 129. The conclusion that ανθρώπων
in Is 25 3 did not render D^li is surely justified.

Nor if we examine the methods of the translator of Isaiah need we
doubt the real explanation of ανθρώπων in 25 3. On several occasions
in Isaiah a Hebrew adjective or participle is rendered in G by an ad-
jective or participle with the addition of άνθρωπος; thus, in addition
to two or three instances in v. 4 S (see below), we find SJT in 29 n ren-
dered άνθρώπω έπισταμένφ (cp. 29 12 άνθρωπου μη επισταμένου = Ί&?Κ
VT fco); ΠΦρ dO^N in 194 ανθρώπων κυρίων Σκληρών; D^jnD in 31 2
ανθρώπων πονηρών and in 8 2 ανθρώπων is not a rendering of D^y
(HATCH and REDPATH), but πιοτούς ανθρώπους is the equivalent of

KJ.;
The second line of v. 3 then, read in G*s text thus:

and since this line is of the same length s the other nine lines of v. 1—3
and makes with the first half of v. 3 a distich exactly similar in character
to the distichs of v. i 2, .and since D^iy rnp is a better parallel to DJ>
iy than t«ny D"tt nnp, G's text is more probably correct than H.

CONDAMIN1 therefore is right in resisting the tendency to follow

disticli only and not a distich and a half, that I realized \vhat was the real text of G.
At first I was inclined to think the superfluous word in v. 3b was mp or" D'2P1J? both
of which occur in the neighbourhood.

i A. CONDAMIN, Le Livre (Pfsdie, Paris 1905.
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BlCKELL, and in treating v. 3 äs a distich; right too in refusing to accept
JYHp äs a genuine phrase, but wrong when he says that G joins

to D^X Box1 again is right in perceiving that the first line of
v. 3 extends down to *] \ right too in demanding that a verb parallel
to 71*0̂  is required in the next line; but he is wrong in representing
that verb äs lost, in treating v. 3 äs two lines and a half and consequently
in his proposal to transpose v. 5a and place it at the end of v. 3.

The first thiree strophes of the poem are now clear; they consist
respectively of (a) v. i, (b) v. 2, and (c) v. 3, together with v. 4 to """ .
In the third, äs in the first Strophe, the second distich introduced by
gives the reason for what is affirmed in the first.

The fourth Strophe of the poem is far more difficult to find and has
perhaps been mutilated bfeyond recovery. DUHM, CHEYNE and MARTI
are again in agreement: in CHEYNE'S text the strophe reads:

D*rtö

Box agrees äs to the first three lines but constructs a fourth line out of
the end of v. 4 and the beginning of v. 5 — clauses rejected by others
äs glosses — äs follows:

The first distich in both of these reconstructions really belongs to the
preceding strophe, unless the second distich of that strophe has been
lost. The alternative is of course possible; but this reconstructed fourth
strophe would even then remain improbable, for the 3rd line is suspi-
ciously long, it contains two parallel phrases which would rather have be-
longed to separate and parallel lines, and it is badly balanced in CHEYNE's
reconstruction by the 4 line: moreover on this theory the final line
of v. 5 in H has to be rejected äs a gloss — for which certainly some
reasons, though they are probably delusive, can be found. Box's fourth
line gives better parallelism and balance but in lines of the wrong length,
and his reconstruction could only be admitted if the transposition of v. sa

to follow v. 3 were justified — and it has already been shewn that it
is not

It is claimed by those who reject the last words of v. 5 OTPIJJ TDT
äs a gloss on JPJDn D^t Jtttty that they are absent from G. But

G. H. Box, The Book of IsaiaJt, London 1908.
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this conclusion, or at least any further inference, must not be too hastily
drawn. The actual facts are these; corresponding to 1ΊΠ ΪΤ03Π DHt ]1Kk?
rttJJ' DWy ΤΟΪ iy hxz all that G has is από ανθρώπων άαεβών οίς
ημάς παρέδωκας; now από ανθρώπων άσεβων is the quivalent of D^tO,
but who is to say to which of the remaining words οΐζ ημάς παρεδωκας
corresponds? Possibly these words were suggested by JJO^n, or some
corruption of that word, but that is by no means certain. It is possible
s LlEBMANN in a f ll discussion of this passage has already suggested

in this Zeitschrift (1903, p. 263), that G's text was mutilated at this
point and that the translator rounded off his sentence with a summary
paraphrase. If so it would be hazardous to conclude from G that the
words Π3ΪΡ D^ny *VOt are a gloss inserted in H after the date of G.
But if we confine our attention to H then it is still less clear that the
words are a gloss: for (ι) TOt at least is a curious word with which to
gloss p&tt?; and (2) it would be odd that the gloss should be rhythmi-
cally equal to the other lines of the poem and with J^DH DHt J1K&? should
form a distich exactly similar in quantity and parallelism to the other
distichs of the poem.

I add a few notes on the relation of H to G in those parts of v. 4
and s not already discussed: H reads D^iy ΠΠ Ό 2ΊΠ& b% "ttO ΠΟΠΟ
|Γ2Ο ^Ό *Tp Q*ttD and G οκέπη από ανθρώπων πονηρών £>ύοη αυτούς·
οκέπη διψ-ώντων και πνεύμα ανθρώπων αδικούμενων ως άνθρωποι
όλιγ·όλ]/υχοι διψ-ώντες εν Σειών. After D"KO read by G D^tO and ren-
dered από ανθρώπων πονηρών, G's Hebrew text probably continued
D:nn h$ ^sn and it appears to me not impossible (i) that ΠΟΠΟ is a
correct but misplaced variant of the second HJJO in the previous distich,
and (2) that ^Sn D^tO is a fragment of the original fourth strophe: though
this must remain a mere possibility unless and until the text at this point
receives a fuller and clearer explanation than I am able to offer. The
next word (dp*\n is = διψώντων s in v. 5, the D of the Hebrew Ό
was read s O and attached to 1ΊΠ; the ^ of Ό was read s 1 = καί.
The rendering of Ο^Ί^ Π1Ί is obvious and is another instance of the
translator's otiose άνθρωπος; but then I suggest that Tp D^ D was not
read by G, but that ως άνθρωποι όλιγόψ-υχοι διψώντες εν Σειών
renders ]V2D ^HD, άνθρωποι being again otiose and όλιγόψυχοι and
διψώντες being a doublet, the former adjective explaining that δνψ-ώντες
is to be understood metaphorically.

BlCKELL's reconstruction of this passage appears to me to have set
subsequent critics on a wrong track; my chief purpose in this note,
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beyond questioning the reality of the phrase „Die Stadt der V lker" and
illustrating a method of the Greek translator, has been to secure a return
to the right starting point in the hope that others setting out from that
point may find their way to a more complete solution of the difficulties
of the last part of v. 4 and of v. s than has yet been obtained.

III.
Isaiah 34 12—14.

Was the Edomite Monarchy elective?

I do not propose to answer or even to discuss in detail the question
at the head of this note; but my discussion may well serve to enforce
the doubts that have been expressed by some, though they do not appear
to have been even feit s yet by others, s to the evidential value of this
passage with regard to the elective character of the Edomite monarchy.
It is not fit even to turn the scales if they should seem to be evenly
balanced by the consideration on the one hand that no successive kings
in the list given in Gen 36 31 f. came from the same place and on the
other hand that there was a „seed royal£t of Edom (I Reg II 14).

The Hebrew text of Is 34 12— i4a reads s follows:
DI?

ΠΙΠΙ
tt ΠΓΡΠΙ

D*K n«
injn hy

I concern myself in this note primarily with the first and second of
the foregoing lines. I have cited the remainder partly to exhibit the
prevailing lengths of the lines here and so to shew the rhythmical dis-
similarity of the first and partly that the last line with its reference to
the TJNP may be before the reader.

Not only is the first line rhythmically abnormal: but the construction
is intolerable. I Start from the - assumption that the line is corrupt, for
this is generally admitted, and turn at once to my purpose of criticising
some current emendations and the erroneous reconstruction of the Hebrew
text of G which is used to support them.

It is curious that those even who admit the corruptness of the v.
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retain the really very questionable line ΙΚΊρ^ TDlta Dt? ]W; and merely
dispute whether this str nge sentence means (l) there is no one there
whom t/iey might call to the kingdom, \. "e. to be king, or (2) None
s hall exist there who can prociaim a kingdom (Box), or (3) There
will be no royalty there io prociaim — namely by means of heralds
(CHEYNE).

Of these (i) would, s DlLLMANN points out, require *$th or ΓοΛίΛ,
(2) fails to account for the emphatic position of rDI^D, not to speak of
other objections, and to both (2) and (3) it is an objection that it would
be curious in such a connection to single out for mention an occurrence
that was never frequent. D HM feels this objection and so far himself
casts suspicion even on the rendering which seems to him least objec-
tionable — und kein K nigtum gibt's dort, das sie ausrufen. No
king or no one fit to be king — that is a feature which might well
appear in a picture of disaster and desolation; but no proclamation day —
that is far less natural.

The emendations of Isaiah 3412 which find favour are due toBlCKELL,
though subsequent writers have somewhat modified the form in which
BlCKELL proposed them. It is common to all emendations of this type
that they rest on the assumption that v. 12 originally contained two
distichs, that ΪΤΠΠ is the sole remnant in H of the first of these, but that
G preserves the rest of the lost distich.

I give the hypothetical double distich in the form in which CHEYNE,
agreeing with DUHM, presents it:

m Ot^ D^ytyi
mn ^KD YTP

unp^ roi^D Dt? γ»}
DBK T»m rrnt? tei

and which he renders
Satyrs will dwell therein,
And its nobles will disappear;
There will be no royalty there to prociaim
And all Edom's princes will be no more.

In his note CHEYNE claims without hesitation that the first two lines
are the text of G; KITTEL in his Biblia Hebraica offers with equal
assurance s the text of G two lines similar in sense but different in
form, viz. nD
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I propose to shew that G read neither what CHEYNE, nor what KITTEL
offers. But even if it did we could not readily admit that this was the
original text; it is quite improbable that Satyrs would be mentioned here
when they are mentioned again just below in v. 14 and there with a
suitable parallel. DUHM it is true asserts „da die Satyre sp ter noch
einmal vorkommen, f llt bei unserm Vf. gar nicht ins Gewicht". But this
simply evades without invalidating the objection. Again the first distich,
s restored, certainly is a case of the cart before the horse: first the dis-

appearance of the nobles, and then, in the desolate spot, the satyrs
would be the natural order. Yet this particular objection cannot be very
strongly urged: since the writer in any case mentions animals frequenting
desolate spots in v. n before he mentions the disappearance of the nobles,
he might within the same distich mention the two facts in the unnatural
order. But further if ΓΡΊΠ means nobles its most probable place is in
the line parallel to W^tP: an emendation which divorces two such ob-
viously parallel terms and produces such unsatisfactory parallels instead
cannot be considered happy.

Some, not all, of the objections raised in the last paragraph are
avoided by BlCKELL who proposes s the original form of the first line
m Ot^B TJW1 and Seir shall be without inhabitants, and by CONDAMIN
who takes ΓΤΠΠ in the sense of holes and conjectures that two words
have been lost; this would give a distich somewhat s follows:

The satyrs shall there have their dvvelling,
And the . . . their holes.

But these variations have their own difficulties and rest on the assumption
that the plus of G represents the original text.

As against DSK VW WW tel ΓϋΛο Dff \\S\ Win of H, G has και
όνοκένταυροι οικήσουσιν εν αύτη οι άρχοντες αυτής ουκ έσονται· οί
γαρ βασιλείς (αυτής) και οι μεγιστάνες αυτής έσονται εις άπώλειαν.
It will be seen at once that G shews both a plus and a minus ; the
emendations already noticed are obtained by adding to H the plus of
G and entirely disregarding the minus of G — in itself a questionable
proceeding.

But further, the foregoing emendations assume that oi άρχοντες
αυτής ουκ έσονται rendered either Win p*O VW or VW *0 WV1; it ren-
dered neither, but, s should be obvious once G and H are closely com-
pared, it rendered either pK mn or Di1»« Wirt; cp. ουκ έσται — WS
Job 8 22 with the latter alternative, and with the former J'K = ουκ έσπν
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in Is 59 n and — ουκ έοται in 41 17. Seeing that l άρχοντες = ΠΉΠ
is followed by ουκ έοονται which according to the methods of the Greek
translators might = ]*# and this in the form )W follows immediately in H,
it is most unreasonable to assume that G left pKI following ΓΡΤΠ un-
translated, but reading pfcO ViV or 1VP fc^ before ΠηΊΠ, which clauses
must in that case have disappeared from H without leaving a trace, re-
presented those words by ουκ έσονται fter οί άρχοντες = ΠΠΠ. Such
a combination of improbabilities rarely obtains the truth.

Assuming that γαρ s not infrequently in the Greek version of Isaiah
is merely a translator's stylistic addition (cp. e. g. i 27, 2 12 20) we may
restore the Hebrew text that lay before G s follows: (or 1MBM) MW fivpjwi
D S W1 ΠΉ»1 HOpte (or Di1»«) ]Ή πηπ Πα. In the last line the only
Variation is that G omits the ^3 before ΠΉ&?: in this it may be true to
the original text. For the further consideration of the earlier part of the v.
I place the two texts in parallel lines:

(&) γ» πηπ πα MW D^Tiran G
Dty JW ΠΉΠ H

Once the Hebrew text of G is correctly restored, the simple plan
of adding the plus of G to H, while neglecting its minus, becomes not
only questionable but impossible.

I do not see my way to a satisfactory reconstruction, but I suspect
that Is 34 12, instead of being a fragment of two distichs is a single
distich of which the first line has been corrupted. Certainly this would
disturb the strophic division that DUHM carries right through the chapter,
but s I believe, and hope elsewhere to prove, that c. 34 is not a single
poem this has no weight with me.

I think it probable that the plus of both G and H is due to the
intrusion into the text of marginal notes. The opening words of G
Hi MW D^Vytyi is most easily explained s such a note. The plus of H
is more difficult; I suggest s a bare possibility that a corrupt form of
a variant of the same note found its way into the text at a date
later than that of the Greek version. On the margin of the text stood
first HD 'MW DT^l? and this was incorporated with the text in G:
later this marginal note was corrected out of regard to Is 13 21 into CPTJW
HpT; subsequently « ^TJJfc? mutilated into Dt? found its way into one, and
VlpT in the form Ifcnp1» into another place in H. But this is speculative
and other equally probable explanations might be offered. My object
has been to criticize a rather widely accepted emendation rather than to
propose another; the sense of the verse is sufficiently clear from the last
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line; and a distich such äs the following will probably approximate to
both the form and the contents of the original of the whole verse —

Her nobles are no more
And her princes shall cease to be.

In any case the word IKIjT is unrepresented in, and in all proba-
bility was not read by, G. Consequently the theory that Is 34 12 refers
to the elective character of the Edomite monarchy rests on an improbable
Interpretation of a badly attested reading.

[Abgeschlossen den 12. November 1910.]
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